Dreamlife Photos & Video and Flashback Photobooths
are proud to announce after a long engagement they
are “tieing the knot”. Together they have created the
wedding industries premier team for all your wedding
photography, cinematography and photo booth needs.
Dreamlife
Dreamlife Photos & Video are multi-award winning wedding photography and cinematography specialists with studios in Sydney, Melbourne
and Brisbane - they are delighted to be working in partnership with
Flashback Photobooths to offer clients an incredible opportunity to
save on fantastic photography and cinematography services.
If ever there were a time and moment worth investing in the services
of a professional photographer or cinematographer, it is your wedding
day! Dreamlife Photos & Video are not only experts in wedding
photography and cinematography, they are also storytellers. With the
utmost of quality and care taken in image-making, they work hand in
hand with you in creating cherished memories that will last forever.
Offering the classical beauty of traditional film techniques alongside
the brilliance of modern digital technologies, they make the magic of
your “once in a lifetime” event everlasting. Their aesthetic and candid
approach seeks to embrace each heartfelt smile, every enchanting
glance, and the unique human connection that spark, between you and
your loved ones, guaranteeing you stunning bridal wedding photos and
high definition videos that are brought to life.

Flashback pHOTOBOOTHS
Flashback Photobooths provides state of the art professional
photobooths for weddings, parties and corporate events. Since
2007 they have serviced over 2000 hires around Australia and
always ensure that they make their clients events unforgettable.
Crowds will gather, lines will form and your guests will have a great
time taking unlimited double photo-strips for the duration of the hire.
For weddings we highly recommend our beautiful custom photo-strip
album. Guests place one photo strip in the guest book, leave a heart
felt written message and keep the other identical strip for themselves
– our interpretation of the perfect guestbook!

Operating out of Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane, they offer the finest
in artistic style and elegance with the utmost professionalism. Rated
as amongst the top ten wedding photography companies in all of
Australia, their experience and knowhow stand to ensure you a most
fascinating creative journey.

There is an almost inexplicable magnetic force that draws guests to
the booth and strips them of their inhibitions… and with a Flashback
Photobooth we guarantee that those hilarious moments will be
captured to become timeless keepsakes for the newly married
couple as well as their guests.

You can find more information on
Dreamlife at dreamlife.net.au

You can find more information on Flashback
Photobooths at flashbackphotobooths.com.au

Sydney (02) 9518 6866

Sydney 0405 305 100

Regional NSW 0412 488 460

Melbourne (03) 9663 1880

Brisbane 0416 623 494

Canberra 0413 605 927

Brisbane (07) 3666 0886

Melbourne 0405 811 101

SPECIAL OFFER!
Dreamlife

Flashback

Let the Dreamlife team know you’ve booked with Let the Flashback team know you’ve booked
Flashback Photobooths to receive $200 OFF all with Dreamlife Photos & Video to receive
10% OFF any Flashback Photobooths package.
Dreamlife bookings over $2,000.00.
*Conditions apply, deals are not combinable and cannot be
used in conjunction with other offers or promotions.

*Conditions apply, deals are not combinable and cannot be
used in conjunction with other offers or promotions.

